Rot ‘n Grub
Character Breakdown
NOTE: None of the characters are gender specific. Actors will be chosen for these roles without
regard to gender, and then dialogue will be adjusted to include appropriate pronouns.
●

Grub—A kind zombie who remembers more about their human life than the others. Feels
compelled to push for a more peaceful existence between humans and zombies but is
afraid to take on a leadership role. Best friends with Rot. Actor playing this role should
(ideally) play the guitar.

●

Rot—Grub’s oldest and best friend. Doesn’t share Grub’s sensitivity towards humans, and is
a little more outgoing but means well. Is likable and a good mediator.

●

Squish—Flay’s best friend. These two are inseparable and incredibly supportive of each
other (often to a fault). They can be very childish and often annoying, but they have good
hearts.

●

Flay—Squish’s best friend. These two are inseparable and incredibly supportive of each
other (often to a fault). They can be very childish and often annoying, but they have good
hearts.

●

Ooze—An older zombie. They are grouchy and sarcastic with no filter, but at the same time
they are somehow charming.

●

Bonecrusher—A brutal killer. Bonecrusher loves hunting humans and is a powerful and
intimidating leader.

●

Drip—Bonecrusher’s snively sidekick. They are constantly seeking Bonecrusher’s approval,
even though Bonecrusher has a level of disdain for them.

●

Loam—A very intelligent zombie. Loam is logical, and has a taste for experiments and
technology; however, they have poor social skills and do not get along with the others well.

●

Knaws—One of Bonecrusher’s followers. Constantly hungry.

●

Snappy—A newly “turned” zombie who tries their best to understand zombie life and fit in
with the group.

●

The Human—A scared human alone in the middle of a zombie apocalypse, just trying to
survive.
Ensemble roles:

●

Zombsemble—The Zombie hoard.

●

Human Ensemble (7 or more)—Will be featured in one major fight and then will be added
to the Zombsemble later in the play.

●

Featured Human One—An unsuspecting human who is brutally killed by Bonecrusher.

●

Featured Human Two—An unsuspecting human who fails to save their partner from
Boncrusher’s brutality.

